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Observation of the screening signature in the lateral photovoltage of electrons
in the quantum Hall regime
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The lateral photovoltage generated in the plane of a two-dimensional electron system~2DES! by a focused
light spot, exhibits a fine-structure in the quantum oscillations in a magnetic field near the quantum Hall
conductivity minima. A double peak structure occurs near the minima of the longitudinal conductivity oscil-
lations. This is the characteristic signature of the interplay between screening and Landau quantization.
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One of the most intriguing aspects of a two-dimensio
electron system~2DES! in high magnetic fields is the distri
bution of electrons over compressible and incompress
states. The distinguishing property is the ability to scre
external electric fields or charges. Screening requires a re
tribution of charge and is therefore only possible in co
pressible states. Of particular interest is the spatial distr
tion of these states over the sample area and their varia
with magnetic field. These phenomena are also at the bas
the quantum Hall effects~QHE!,1 where the interior of the
sample is incompressible and the boundary consists o
alternating structure of compressible and incompressible
gions in a self-consistent manner.2 These edge states hav
played a crucial role in theories of the QHE.3

Over the years, many experiments have been perfor
to investigate properties related to the compressibility, b
by using sample-averaging probes as well as by using
tially resolved scanning techniques. One of the oldest m
ods is the capacitance technique,4 which measures directly
the compressibility through the screening. Related is a te
nique that measures in an inductive manner the curren
duced by the penetrating electric field from a backgate.5 Par-
ticularly interesting is the use of a scanning single elect
transistor~SET! in the transparency mode.6 In addition, scan-
ning probe methods exist that detect the electric poten
resulting from charging of the compressible regions throu
an external source, including electro-optic,7 capacitance,8

atomic force microscopy,9 and SET techniques.6,10

The most direct and elementary investigation of screen
would be to see how the system responds to a local ch
injection. Such an experiment is closely realized in t
present work, where charge is injected by means of the
ternal photoelectric effect by a focused light spot, while t
resulting lateral photovoltage in the plane of the 2DES
measured. Previously, this experiment was used to probe
edge channel structure under quantum Hall~QH!
conditions.11–13 In the present work, the unexpected findin
is reported that the photovoltage has a strongly oscillat
variation with magnetic field in a narrow field range center
around a QH conductivity minimum. The oscillatory beha
ior is analogous to that known from a variety of other e
periments and is the characteristic signature of screenin
0163-1829/2001/64~23!/235303~4!/$20.00 64 2353
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competition with density of states effects. Therefore t
present observation is attributed to the manifestation
screening effects in the lateral photovoltage, in conjunct
with the transport of the excess charge.

Data are reported from two differen
GaAs–Al0.33Ga0.67As wafers: wafer 1 had an intermedia
2DES mobility m;50 m2/Vs and a 2DES densityn;5
31015 m22; wafer 2 had a very high 2DES mobilitym
;300 m2/Vs and a 2DES densityn;131015 m22. Two
independent setups were used in which a small laser spot
scanned across the sample@see Fig. 1~a!#. One employed a
cryogenic scanning device with a spotsize of about 5mm.14

An optical cryostat with a room temperature scanning sys
and a spotsize of about 25mm is used in the other one.11

The pumped liquid helium temperatures in both setups
T;1.1 K andT;1.4 K, respectively. The photon energ
(l5630 nm) is above the band gap of GaAs, so th
electron-hole pairs are generated in the bulk of the GaAs
very thin ~17 nm for wafer 1! and therefore nearly transpa
ant GaAs cap layer is not expected to influence the exp
ments. The internal band bending near the GaAs–AlGa
interface leads to separation of the electrons and holes@Fig.
1~b!#. The electrons accumulate at the heterojunction in
2DES whereas the holes escape into the bulk of the Ga
The lateral voltage between Ohmic contacts to the 2DES
measured. The power incident at the sample is in the orde

FIG. 1. ~a! Lay-out of sample with contacts and light spot.L is
always 4 mm,W is either 2 or 0.5 mm.~b! Schematic of hetero-
junction and sketch of internal generation, diffusion, and recom
nation currents. Note that none of the dimensions is on scale.
cap layer is omitted.
©2001 The American Physical Society03-1
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1 mW. The light is modulated at a frequency near 70 Hz
enable the use of lock-in detection techniques. All expe
ments were done in the open circuit configuration~‘‘voltage
mode’’!, but lateral currents will still flow in the region
where recombination processes occur@Jdiff andJrecomin Fig.
1~b!#.15

The lateral photovoltage exhibits quantum oscillatio
with magnetic field, that were first investigated by Bo¨hm
et al. and termed LISHO ~light-induced–Shubnikov–de
Haas–oscillations!.13 The striking new feature reported he
is a double peak structure of the LISHO that occurs n
sufficiently small, integer occupation factorsn. In Fig. 2~b! it
is shown forn56 for several positions of the laserspot on
sample from wafer 1, along with the longitudinal conduct
ity track sxx(B) in Fig. 2~a!. Figure 2~c! displays the same
feature atn51 for a sample from the very different wafer 2

A double peak near a QH-minimum results from a no
monotonic dependence of a quantity onsxx . It is a general
result from a competition between screening and localiza
effects and is known from many greatly varying expe
ments. The clearest example probably is the capacitance
figuration, where the double peak occurs in the dissipa
factor.16 For large conductivity, the dissipation is low be
cause the field from the coupling capacitor is screened

FIG. 2. ~a! Wafer 1,W52 mm, sxx(B). ~b! The photovoltage
as a function of magnetic field for three laserspot positions~see
inset with sample!. Note the sign change that occurs between tra
1 and 2. These data were taken in a session with insufficient ma
current available to reachn54 at 6.35 T. ~c! Wafer 2, W
50.5 mm. The photovoltage as a function of magnetic field fo
laserspot near the edge of the sample.
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low conductivity, there is field in the 2DES, but the current
small. A second example is found in the attenuation of s
face acoustic waves by the 2DEG.17 The double-peak struc
ture is also present in the acoustoelectric effect,18 which is a
SAW-induced DC voltage resulting from nonlinear intera
tion effects.

The previous two examples involve a time scale
charge relaxation, whereas the present experiments are
sentially DC. A double peak for time-independent transp
was obtained in the theoretical result for the drag transre
tance of two closely spaced 2DES’s.19 The transresistance i
the ratio of the voltage induced in one layer to the curr
generated in the other. Most remarkable in this theoret
result is that at the temperature for the present experim
~1.5 K!, a double peak structure is obtained which is alm
entirely confined to the field range where the density
states is in a minimum. This corresponds closely to the
periments of Fig. 2. A report of the observation of the p
dicted double peak in drag exists,20 but more recent work
showed it to have an entirely different, spin-related origin21

The spin splitting is clearly visible in the conductivity trac
of Fig. 2~a! ~dips near 3.5 and 5 T!. From the LISHO, par-
ticularly at position 2 and 3, it is clear that the spin splittin
at 3.5 and 5 T is very different from the screening-induc
splitting. The structure in the photovoltage nearn56 is
therefore certainly not related to spin splitting. In additio
the structure for wafer 2 in Fig. 2~c! occurs at then51 spin
minimum. In contrast to the early drag experiments,20,22 the
problems of distinguishing spin splitting from screenin
induced splitting do not exist for the interpretation of th
photovoltage data.

For higher occupation factors~low B), the dip at thesxx
minimum is not resolved. The asymmetric, reverse-sawtoo
like line shape of the oscillations in Fig. 2~b! is to be noted.
It shows that the signal is not related in a straightforwa
way to 1/sxx ,11,15 sxx ,12 rxx or rxy . The magnetic field
dependence at lowB resembles the variation of the carrie
density in the upper-most occupied Landau level. It is kno
theoretically23 that the screening properties of a 2DES a
determined by this upper-most Landau level in a complica
and nonlinear way. The LISHO-line shape at lowB could
therefore reflect properties of the screening.

Figure 3 shows how the photovoltage varies with the p
sition of the spot on the sample for different magnetic fiel
The signal becomes large close to the edge, but, as foll
from Figs. 2~b! and 2~c!, near the edge the oscillating part
fairly small compared to the total signal. In the interior of th
sample, away from the edges, the signal magnitude is sm
but it varies strongly with magnetic field between zero a
finite values. This behavior was most severe for wafer 2@Fig.
2~c!#, where it was actually not possible to obtain a signal
the bulk. The main phenomenon of the present work,
double peak, is observed for spot positions far from
edges. The signalgradually increases when approaching th
sample edges from the sample side, and jumps quite abru
to near zero when the sample edge is crossed. This ca
seen even for the extreme case with the narrowest line
shown in Fig. 3~a!. Both observations prove that the oscill
tory phenomena presently reported are not an exclusive e
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phenomenon, e.g., directly induced by the edge chan
structure.A fortiori, they show that we are not dealing wit
spurious signals, generated by the laser spot when hitting
side of the mesa. The linewidths of line scans as in Fig. 3~a!
~FWHM, averaged over the peaks at the two edges! are plot-
ted as a function ofB in Fig. 3~b!. The first observation is
that the lines are narrow away from the QH regions a
broad at and near them. Qualitatively, this is similar to
Hall potential profiles in current carrying Hall bars as fou
from Atomic Force Microscope~AFM! measurements.24 The
profile was explained in terms of a decoupling of edge a
bulk by an incompressible strip, causing the Hall potentia
drop mainly near the edges outside the QH regions.
length scales in the present case are several orders of
nitude larger than in the AFM experiments for both sam
and probe, so structure due to~in!compressible strips will no
be resolved. The variation with magnetic field of the lin
widths in Fig. 3 demonstrates that the photovoltage is
versely affected by the macroscopic screening ability of
2DES.

A second, very surprising result of Fig. 3~b! is the asym-
metric variation of the linewidth when crossing a QHsxx
minimum. The linewidth variation withB @Fig. 3~b!# re-
sembles the inverse sawtooth-likeB dependence of the pho
tovoltage at highn @Fig. 2~b!#. A similar variation was ob-
served around then56 structure of Fig. 2~b!, though with
less resolution. The linewidth is not simply a function
sxx , but depends also explicitly on the position of the Fer
level with respect to the center of the nearest Landau le
Again, this linewidth variation could reflect the particular
ties of the screening. The AFM data24 also showed asymme
try with respect to the QH mimima, however in a rever
manner as in Fig. 3~b!.

The magnetic field dependence of the data shown in F
2 and 3 shows that the photovoltage is dominated by

FIG. 3. Data from wafer 1.~a! Photovoltage linescans acros
sample~see inset! for occupation factorsn54.2 ~6.05 T! and n
54.0 ~6.35 T!, respectively.~b! Compilation of linewidths~full-
width-at-half-maximum, FWHM! from data as in~a! as a function
of magnetic field together withsxx(B).
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2DES. There is no direct need to invoke a role for the ph
togenerated holes in the substrate. As far as transport p
erties are concerned, this should be expected as the
straints to the motion in a strong magnetic field are m
severe for high-mobility carriers (sxx→0 both classically
and quantum mechanically!. The screening is a property o
the 2DES only, irrespective of what is screened.

Previously, quantum oscillations were reported in the l
eral photovoltage for nonresonant far-infrared~FIR! absorp-
tion by the 2DES.25 They were attributed to direct thermo
electric effects due to the radiation-induced lattice heati
To identify possible heating effects in the present expe
ments, data were taken as a function of power level. As s
from Fig. 4 strong nonlinearities occur and at high pow
level the oscillations clearly are of entirely different orig
than at low power. At the highest power levels, with pho
voltages of similar magnitude as in Ref. 25, the double p
structure is completely washed out, the asymmetries dis
pear, and the photovoltage oscillations closely follow therxx
oscillations. The signal could well correspond to the longi
dinal thermopower componentSxx , which has a shape re
semblingrxx(B).26 In contrast, the low power oscillation
have a shape not corresponding to either one of the t
mopower components. In particular, bothSxx andSxy tend to
zero near integer occupation, exactly opposite to the m
trend in the present low-power data.

In conclusion, a new magneto-oscillatory phenomen
has been observed in the lateral photoelectric effect, whic
a novel probe for the quantum magnetotransport proper
of a 2DES. The most pertinent effect is the double pe
structure near a quantum Hall conductivity minimum, as
result of competition effects between screening and cond
tivity. With this method, it will be possible to study screenin
properties in a spatially resolved manner under varying c
ditions such as externally controlled screening by a para

FIG. 4. Photovoltage oscillations, same sample as Figs. 2~a! and
2~b!, for four different laser powers varying approximately betwe
1 mW and 1 mW.
3-3
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layer, the level of disorder, the presence of externally i
posed currents, et cetera. In principle, there are no limitati
for improving the resolution to the order of 1mm or even
below.
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